


FRANZ SCHUBERT (1797-1828)
The Unauthorised Piano Duos, vol. 3

String Quartet in D minor, “Death and the Maiden”, D. 810 38:28
transcribed for piano duet by Robert Franz (1815-1892)
(Première recording)

¬ I. Allegro 11:33
 II. Andante con moto 13:15
® III. Scherzo and Trio: Allegro molto 3:46
¯ IV. Finale: Presto – Prestissimo 9:54

Symphony in B minor, “Unfinished”, D. 759 and D. 797/1 35:27
complete performing edition
(Première recording)

° I. Allegro moderato † 11:11
± II. Andante con moto † 10:44
² III Scherzo and Trio: Allegro – Poco meno mosso * 6:32
³ IV. Finale: Allegro ** 7:00

† transcribed for piano duet by Anselm Hüttenbrenner (1794-1868)
* completed and transcribed for piano duet by Anthony Goldstone (b.1944)
** Entr’acte in B minor from Rosamunde, D. 797, transcribed by Friedrich Hermann (1828-1907),
and adapted by Anthony Goldstone

Total duration: 73:55



GOLDSTONE AND CLEMMOW
four hands at one piano

FRANZ SCHUBERT (1797-1828)
THE UNAUTHORISED PIANO DUOS

This CD follows Divine Art 25026 and 25039, which also contain first recordings of significant transcriptions for piano duet/duo
of Schubert’s masterpieces, including the “Trout” Quintet, the B flat major Piano Trio and the Arpeggione Sonata. It is the result
of several years’ detective work, frustrated by frequent blank walls. Thanks are due to Prof. Brian Newbould, who sent me
Schubert’s sketches for the scherzo of the symphony and directed me to the location of the unpublished Hüttenbrenner autograph;
and to Raymond Brammall, who came to the rescue by using his combined photographic, computer and musical skills to produce
large and eminently readable pages from the miniscule film negatives of Anselm’s unclear manuscript.

Robert Franz was born in the Saxon town of Halle. He overcame parental resistance to become a highly successful – and widely
honoured – organist, conductor, music director and composer, particularly of Lieder, of which he wrote nearly three hundred;
these were much admired, notably by Liszt, who transcribed around thirty of them for piano solo. When deafness and other
health problems necessitated retirement from public life, Franz’s future was generously provided for by Liszt, Joachim and
others.

Franz undertook his transcription of Schubert’s “Death and the Maiden” String Quartet, D. 810, in 1878, the fiftieth anniversary
of the Austrian’s death; we must be grateful for his great skill in creating a “new” major Schubert sonata for piano four hands
that is almost as long as, and even more virtuosic than, the mighty four-movement Sonata in C major, D. 812, generally known
as the “Grand Duo”, and just as rewarding for performer and listener. The fact that the Grand Duo was once thought to be the
draft of an intended symphony demonstrates how misleading and relatively unimportant the medium of a great work can be.
Robert Schumann was among those deceived despite the lack of supporting evidence – indeed Schubert clearly stated on the
manuscript for publication “Sonate für's Pianoforte zu 4 Hände”. Nevertheless Joachim, Weingartner and others orchestrated
the work, and Tovey even included Joachim’s orchestration in his book analysing symphonies. It seemed inconceivable that
such a large symphonic work could have been conceived for the “domestic” medium of the piano duet, particularly as Schubert
employed “unpianistic” tremolando effects. Hüttenbrenner did not shy away from this device in his transcription of the
“Unfinished” Symphony (see tracks 5 and 6), and it would later be used frequently by Liszt.



Similarly, composers have thought that the “Death and the Maiden” Quartet cries out for an expansion of forces, among them
Mahler (who reworked it for string orchestra) and John Foulds (for full symphony orchestra). It was Schubert’s penultimate
string quartet, composed in 1824 under the shadow of serious illness.

The first movement [1] begins with a peremptory fortissimo declamation followed by a timid pianissimo response: it appears
that death already threatens. Although the fragmentary character of this opening gesture gives the impression of an introduction,
it later reveals itself to have been the first subject. Schubert, however, omits this initial disjointed statement in the
recapitulation, starting instead, after an expectant build-up over a dominant pedal, where the first subject truly takes flight.
Sudden accents and extreme changes of dynamics pervade the movement. The influence of Beethoven is strongly felt, and
whether by accident or design the life-affirming opening motif of the senior composer’s final sonata for cello and piano, Op.
102, No. 2, makes several appearances, the first appropriately on the cello at 3’34”. Brooding menace, intensity, tenderness and
panic alternate in this movement, which, after a flurry, ends reflectively with the sensation of impending doom.

The variations on Schubert’s song “Der Tod und das Mädchen” that form the second movement [2] give the quartet its
sobriquet. Schubert used sections of his songs on several other occasions as the basis for variations in purely instrumental
works, “Der Wanderer” in the “Wanderer” Fantasy for piano solo, “Die Forelle” in the “Trout” Quintet and “Sei mir gegrüsst”
in the Fantasy for violin and piano being well known examples. But this case is especially remarkable in that only the piano part
from the 1818 song is used, not the vocal line, and the two sections of the theme utilise completely different parts of the song. If
one were unacquainted with the song one would never imagine this to be possible, as the resulting theme seems so inevitable.

The poem set by Schubert is by the German poet Matthias Claudius, who had died two years before. It pictures a maiden close
to death agitatedly beseeching the spectre of Death to leave her alone; he cajoles her with an assurance that he is a friend and
that she will sleep gently in his arms. The sombre prelude that precedes the girl’s plea forms the first section of the G minor
theme; the second begins with eight newly composed bars, after which the piano’s accompaniment to the latter part of Death’s
reply concludes soothingly in the major mode. Both sections are repeated. The effect is heartrendingly sad, achieved with the
slimmest of material: the rhythm is monotonously dactylic (long, short, short) and the range of notes minimal – Schubert at his
most magical.

Much use of treble descants is made in the exquisite variations, five in all, which take the theme on a long journey while leaving
it intact. In the energetic third variation note values are divided by four, and at 7’16” (and in the repeat at 7’55”) there may even
be a reference to the great violinist Paganini’s Caprice No. 9 for solo violin, “La Chasse”, one of the groundbreaking set of
twenty-four Caprices that had been published a few years before. (Paganini’s supernatural reputation, combined with the
connotation of pursuit, makes this a tempting possibility.) The following, delicate, major-key variation gives the impression in
this version of a musical box; it leads without a break into the final minor-key variation, almost a tone poem in itself, whose
dramatic second section, instead of being given an exact repetition, assumes a calmer mood in its second statement, with
lengthening note values and an eventual disintegration back to the theme, unadorned. This leads directly into the coda, which is



taken from yet another unconnected area of the song, namely the piano’s postlude in the major mode, which gives way to
consolatory silence – peaceful sleep.

The third movement [3] also has its origin elsewhere in Schubert’s oeuvre: the scherzo results from appropriating the sixth of
his twelve German Dances for piano solo, D. 790, written in the previous year, transforming this in the process from a G sharp
minor miniature in Ländler tempo into a furious scherzo in D minor, Allegro molto, marked by accents and syncopations. The
lovely trio section, in D major albeit with brief telling sojourns into D minor, is more Ländler-like, though no slower tempo is
officially assigned to it. Instead of the usual repeats, Schubert elaborates both sections of the trio on second hearing with a
delicate treble descant, recalling the procedure he had used in the previous movement.

The Presto finale [4], in the composer’s typically idiosyncratic sonata-rondo form, is a frenetic 6/8 tarantella, hugely demanding
technically, both in the original and in this transcription; these demands were matched by Schubert four years later in the
tarantella finale of his Sonata in C minor, D. 958, for piano solo. The tarantella, popularly associated in legend with death, is
believed to originate from either the hysteria brought on by the bite of the tarantula wolf-spider or the dance traditionally
performed to cure the victim. (It seems a pity to spoil a good legend with the fact that this spider is not particularly dangerous to
humans.)
We are launched into a demonic ride, interrupted only by the appearance of a chordal second theme, which itself is soon joined
by continuous quavers. At 2’20” and subsequently, a phrase appears that has been cited as a reference to another terrifying
Schubert death ride – the song “Erlkönig”. Another intriguing connection, possibly fortuitous, is that a swirling quaver figure
used extensively in this movement, most strikingly in a section of the development beginning at 5’25”, was later adopted by
Mussorgsky in his terrifying depiction of a witches’ sabbath, Night on Bald Mountain. At the point of virtual exhaustion
Schubert increases the tempo to prestissimo for a coda that takes us first into D major but just before the close lurches back into
D minor for its final climactic crescendo.

At the work’s first abortive try-out in 1826 the eminent violinist and quartet leader Ignaz Schuppanzigh, who was also the
dedicatee, is reported to have told Schubert that it was unplayable and that he should stick to song-writing. One can only
imagine how this must have affected the ailing composer.

⎱ ⎱ ⎱ ⎱ ⎱

Anselm Hüttenbrenner was a prolific Austrian composer, a couple of years older than Schubert. He was, in common with
Schubert, a student of Antonio Salieri, as was Beethoven also, whose friend he became and at whose death he was present. A
close bond developed between Hüttenbrenner and Schubert, who wrote a set of piano variations on a theme from a string
quartet by his colleague, and Anselm’s C minor Requiem Mass was performed at Schubert’s memorial service. [On Divine Art
25026 we included the overture usually associated with Rosamunde, though first used by Schubert in his 1820 melodrama The
Magic Harp, in a duet transcription by Anselm’s brother Josef.]



In 1823, within a few months of completing the first two movements of the work now commonly known as the “Unfinished”
Symphony, Schubert sent the unpublished manuscript to Anselm, a member – later the president – of the Graz Music Society,
which had awarded Schubert its Diploma of Honour. No doubt the composer was hoping for a performance in Graz but this
apparently failed to materialise, perhaps in part because of the absence of third and fourth movements. The manuscript
remained with his friend for the ensuing four decades, after which it was performed in Vienna in 1865. Hüttenbrenner has
attracted condemnation for keeping the symphony’s existence to himself for so long, but one should surely keep an open mind,
as he could well have tried unsuccessfully to mount an orchestral performance. It seems unlikely that he would have wilfully
prevented a masterpiece by a friend still held in great affection from being heard, and interest in Schubert’s large-scale works
was very limited after his death, despite Liszt’s championship.

In 1853 Hüttenbrenner made the first four-hand arrangement of the symphony. The title page of the manuscript reads, in
translation:

“Symphony in B minor by Franz Schubert. Vienna 30th October 1822. Arranged for pianoforte four hands by his friend in their
youth [Jugendfreund] Anselm Hüttenbrenner, Bad Radkersburg in September 1853.”

Anselm had moved to this small remote Styrian town the previous year, following the death of his wife.

In deference to the memory of his friend, Hüttenbrenner’s transcription is quite literal, creating considerable difficulties for the
players, where later transcribers would simplify textures. However, he did allow for the lack of sustaining power of the piano by
asking for long notes to be replayed rather than allowed to decay, and his solution to the lead-in to the second subject of the first
movement is particularly imaginative. Several omissions and mistakes by Anselm have been corrected on this recording with
reference to the orchestral score: after all, as far as is known, he never heard Schubert’s original, and the unmarked condition of
the four-hand autograph gives no indication that it was ever played through.

The eight bars of cavernous pianissimo octaves played by the cellos and basses to open the first movement [5] announce that
this symphony, in the highly unusual key of B minor, will be like no other. The work is too well known to need much
commentary, but as familiarity can blunt perception it may be useful to remind ourselves that we are being taken on an
adventure: for instance, we note the “wrong” keys for the second subject in both the exposition and the recapitulation; and the
way in which the gently rocking second subject tails off mid-phrase into silence, to be countered by sudden angry chords,
presages Bruckner’s symphonies written half a century later. The powerful, often frightening, development is as closely argued
as any by Beethoven, and the coda, based on the opening bars, has great sadness but also dignified resignation.

The Andante con moto second movement [6], in Schubert’s individual sonatina form, is sublime even by Schubertian standards.
Two bars, whose tonic-dominant and descending pizzicato traits recall features of the first movement, introduce the serene first
subject. (The subject of thematic links in Schubert will resurface when the finale is discussed.) The bitter-sweet second subject,



whose syncopated accompaniment is reminiscent of that of the second subject of the first movement, is introduced by a four-bar
single line that is twice enigmatically extended in the celestial coda.

The first two movements are so magnificent that it would be difficult even for Schubert to complete the symphony on the same
level. This task would be made more problematic by the fact that both of these movements had, unusually, been in triple time,
as the third – a scherzo – would necessarily be, added to which a symphony’s third movement was traditionally in a less lofty
vein. However Schubert began the scherzo [7] on the reverse of the last page of the second movement, and so his goal was
definitely to complete a “normal” symphony. Following a mere twenty bars of orchestral score the only extant material by
Schubert is a fairly rudimentary solo piano sketch that is little more than an aide-mémoire; this breaks off at the end of the first
part of the trio section, which in any case gives only the melody with no clue as to the accompaniment that Schubert planned.
Consequently in any completion an accompaniment must be supplied, as well as the entire second part of the trio. In parallel to
making a piano duet version of what was available, I have filled out Schubert’s piano sketch and completed the trio.

Schubert begins the scherzo energetically with quasi-Brucknerian bare octaves, subconsciously (or otherwise) recalling the
rhythm of the Andante con moto’s main theme as well as the descending triad that featured prominently leading into the second
subject of that movement. Schubert clearly wanted the trio to be more relaxing as the G major melody is an innocent waltz,
dismissed in a 1941 article by the respected Viennese composer and scholar Hans Gál in this way:

“When the trio starts, even the bass has shrunk off; all that is left is a lonely, unaccompanied line of sixteen bars, no better nor
worse a tune than many others in Schubert’s numerous sets of waltzes, but hopelessly outclassed by any one of the broad,
sumptuous melodies in his mature works.”

Gál concluded that Schubert had run out of steam, and yet the melody has an insouciant charm as well as the unusual
characteristic that its first part (which is all there is) ends in the tonic key instead of the expected dominant. I decided to add a
waltz-like accompaniment, which I felt retained its intrinsic character. Schubert was not averse to writing Ländler- or waltz-like
trios, and indeed he had a particularly august precedent in the 39th symphony by his hero Mozart. In my second part, continuing
the idea of Schubert’s references to earlier ideas, I have occasionally incorporated into the quaver figuration fleeting hints of
the first two movements.

When the symphony is completed by musicologists, the finale chosen is normally the extended B minor entr’acte (between Acts
I and II) from the incidental music that Schubert contributed in 1823 to Helmina von Chézy’s ill-fated play Rosamunde,
Princess of Cyprus. It is often posited that this entr’acte may have been originally intended for the symphony, as it is in the right
key, has the right instrumentation, belongs to the right period and is unusually extended for a piece of incidental music.

If Schubert indeed discarded it as the symphony’s finale it may be that, having produced two incomparable movements and
finding it impossible to complete a scherzo on the same level, he gave up the idea of a conventional four-movement symphony



and recycled the piece in Rosamunde. It certainly overpowers the rest of the incidental music, and there is a motivic connection
with the symphony in the thrice-stated opening B each time preceded by a flourish – a three-note run-up, exactly reproducing
the very end of the scherzo, in which movement Schubert refers to the figure repeatedly. Additionally, this run-up has already
been used in the first movement’s development and is ultimately derived from its first subject. Schubert was beginning to think
in terms of thematically integrating the sections of a large structure, and his pioneering “Wanderer” Fantasy was written just
after he broke off work on this symphony.

This leads to my own minor modifications of the finale [8]: I have reproduced its opening flourish twice at the end, subliminally
reinforcing the thematic integration. (We also begin the finale virtually attacca, which serves the same purpose.) More
contentiously perhaps, I was vaguely uneasy with the form of the piece as a symphonic finale, feeling that it lacked a certain
cohesion. I eventually pinpointed the reason for my discomfort to the lack of any formal return to the first theme, which is heard
at 0’07” following a short introduction. Preceding the development are, oddly, two almost identical four-bar phrases; it was a
simple matter to intersect these with a restatement of the first part of the exposition, the continuation of which is recapitulated
by Schubert after the development, a familiar device in Schubert’s sonata-rondos, previously encountered in this recording in
the finale of the “Death and the Maiden” Quartet. I have added crescendo to the dynamics on occasion to aid the sense of
forward momentum, but every note in this movement is by Schubert.

The manuscript, to judge from its appearance, seems first to have been marked Allegro, then changed to Allegro moderato and
finally to Allegro molto moderato, perhaps to accommodate a complicated scene change in the play. It is however indisputably
alla breve, indicating two beats in a bar, not four, and Friedrich Hermann, the transcriber, favoured the original brisk Allegro,
which we have retained, finding it to be more in keeping with the often infrequent changes of harmony and allowing the final
few bars to open out into an exhilarating B major conclusion.

[Presenting symphonies in historically interesting versions for piano duet is a long-standing interest of ours: Divine Art CDs contain
those of Mendelssohn, Dvořák, Tchaikovsky and Rimsky-Korsakov.]

Finally some words about Hermann, who was born a day after Schubert’s thirty-first birthday, tragically his last: this German
composer’s talents were precocious – at fifteen he entered the Leipzig Conservatory in the year of its foundation by
Mendelssohn, who taught him composition; at eighteen he became the principal viola player in the illustrious Leipzig
Gewandhaus Orchestra; two years later he was appointed Professor at the Leipzig Conservatory and his symphony was given a
very favourable reception at the Gewandhaus when he was just twenty-four years old.

© Anthony Goldstone 2015



Goldstone and Clemmow

With about forty CDs to their credit and a busy concert schedule stretching back more than thirty years, the British piano duo
Goldstone and Clemmow is firmly established as a leading force. Described by Gramophone as ‘a dazzling husband and wife
team’, by International Record Review as ‘a British institution in the best sense of the word’, and by The Herald, Glasgow, as
‘the UK’s pre-eminent two-piano team’, internationally known artists Anthony Goldstone and Caroline Clemmow formed their
duo in 1984 and married in 1989.

Their extremely diverse activities in two-piano and piano-duet recitals and double concertos, taking in major festivals, have sent
them all over the British Isles as well as to Europe, the Middle East and several times to the U.S.A., where they have received
standing ovations and such press accolades as ‘revelations such as this are rare in the concert hall these days’ (Charleston Post
and Courier). In their refreshingly presented concerts they mix famous masterpieces and fascinating rarities, which they
frequently unearth themselves, into absorbing and hugely entertaining programmes; their numerous B.B.C. broadcasts have
often included first hearings of unjustly neglected works, and their equally enterprising and acclaimed commercial recordings
include many world premières.

Having presented the complete duets of Mozart for the bicentenary, they decided to accept the much greater challenge of
performing the vast quantity of music written by Schubert specifically for four hands at one piano. This they have repeated
several times in mammoth seven-concert cycles, probably a world first in their completeness (including works not found in the
collected edition) and original recital format. The Musical Times wrote of this venture: ‘The Goldstone/Clemmow performances
invited one superlative after another.’ The complete cycle (as a rare bonus including as encores Schumann’s eight Schubert-
inspired Polonaises) was recorded on seven CDs, ‘haunted with the spirit of Schubert’ – Luister, The Netherlands.

With grateful thanks to:
Barbara and Raymond Brammall and Alec Empson

With acknowledgments to:
Musiksammlung der Österreichischen Nationalbibliothek (Robert Franz)
Bibliothek und Sammlungen der Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde and Wiener Männergesangverein (Anselm Hüttenbrenner)

Recorded in St. John the Baptist Church, Alkborough, North Lincolnshire, England, in 2014
A Maxim digital recording issued under licence
Piano technician: Roger Tostevin
Booklet and packaging design: Stephen Sutton (Divine Art)
℗ 2015 Goldstone & Clemmow © 2015 Divine Art Ltd (Diversions LLC in USA/Canada)
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GOLDSTONE and CLEMMOW
More fine, pioneering recordings from divine art

DDA 25020 Tchaikovsky for Four Hands
Symphony No. 4, (arr. Taneyev), Romeo & Juliet (arr. Purgold), Russian Folk Songs
“mind-blowing” – Glasgow Herald

DDA 25024 Explorations
First recordings: Holst, Leighton, Stevenson and Hedges – splendid modern works from British composers
“strongly recommended” – Musical Opinion

DDA 25026 Schubert Unauthorised Piano Duos, volume 1
Includes the “Trout” Quintet and other gems in brilliant transcriptions
“invaluable” – Gramophone

DDA 25028 Dvořák “New World” Symphony and Mendelssohn “Scottish” Symphony
The composers’ own versions for piano duet of these orchestral masterpieces
“A real joy. Recommended” – MusicWeb

DDA 25032 “Orientale”
Music inspired by the East from Holst, Achron, Borodin, Mayer, Glière, Saint-Saëns, Gorb and McPhee
“startlingly effective” – BBC Radio 3

DDA 25038 Graham Whettam Piano Music
Fine music for two and four hands: solo performances by both of the duo partners
“exuberant yet accessible music deserves to be much more widely known … exceptional performances”
– New Classics

DDA 25039 Schubert Unauthorised Piano Duos, volume 2
Transcriptions by Schubert’s friend and duet partner Josef von Gahy
“bright detailed recording, committed playing ... no reservations” – Musical Pointers

DDA 25042 Grieg for Piano Duo
Includes Grieg’s version for two pianos of his Piano Concerto and his arrangement of a Mozart sonata
“played with compelling freshness … an outstanding recital” – International Piano



DDA 25046 Mozart on Reflection
Many incredible gems, with a newly completed Sonata for two pianos
“this is a valuable release, with fine recorded quality…” – International Record Review

DDA 25056 “Burlesque” – Piano Music by Brian Chapple
From jazz to atonality, works of major importance
“certainly a find for those that love to discover the new” – MidWest Record

DDA 25070 Chopin for Piano Duo
Includes the first recording of the F minor Piano Concerto in the arrangement by Chopin and Mikuli
“fascinating ... dazzling virtuosity and verve” – New Classics

DDA 25089 The Jazz Age
Gershwin, Milhaud, Carmichael, Hill, Moyzes, Seiber: an absolute festival of joy
“particularly impressive ... a delightful new record” – BBC Radio 3

DDA 25098 Hans Gál: The Complete Piano Duos
A rare treasure – Romantic and lyrical music deserving of a wide audience
“This is a marvellous release ... performed and recorded to the highest standards.” – American Record Guide

DDA 25101 “Delicias” – Spanish delights for piano duo
European exoticism from Spanish composers and others inspired by Spanish culture
“The performances are superb. Enthusiastically recommended” – Fanfare (USA)

DDA 25104 “Magical Places” – Evocative Symphonic Poems
From Britain and Ireland through France and Spain, to Russia and Scandinavia, a true musical adventure
“Terrific performances ... A nicely judged programme that is superbly played and recorded with clarity.”
– International Piano

DDA 25118 Rimsky-Korsakov – Music for Piano Duo
The composer’s own arrangements of Scheherazade and Neapolitan Song; and his wife Nadezhda Purgold’s transcription of Antar
“Husband-and-wife team Anthony Goldstone and Caroline Clemmow [provide] cast-iron guarantees of superb performances. Hugely
enjoyable ... an unexpectedly colourful disc.” – International Record Review

DDV 24154 British Music for Piano Duo
A highly acclaimed disc now re-issued, includes The Planets and other music by Holst, Elgar, Bury and Bainton
“This is musicianship at its best, in ear opening interpretations.” – Classical Music Sentinel

ALL of the above CDs contain world première recordings of major piano duo repertoire.
The Divine Art catalogue also includes many acclaimed solo recordings by Anthony Goldstone.
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